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Welcome to the BLAST-OFF Fireworks Client Toolbox™, the ultimate reference manual for 
fireworks retailers! We have designed this manual to answer the most common questions 
faced by fireworks retailers, and to provide tips, tricks, and strategies for Launching Your 
Profits™ with fireworks.

Scan the QR code, at right, to get a glimpse of the entire management 
team at Mission Control. We’re always growing to serve you better!

Thanks again for partnering with BLAST-OFF Fireworks! Should you 
have any questions, or require assistance in any facet of your fireworks 
program, feel free to contact Mission Control at 1-866-827-4765 or visit 
www.blastofffireworks.ca.

Matt & Brandi Bialek
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5.  Now for the fun part! Display your fireworks in an area free of debris, humidity, 
heat, and direct sunlight. Be creative with your display, but remember, retail 
stock should be merchandised according to the storage requirements stipulated 
by the Explosives Regulatory Division. Surplus stock should be stored in a secure  
back-room area, within the original cardboard shipping containers. 

It’s the big day... Your fireworks have arrived! Upon receiving 
your fireworks order, follow the steps below to effortlessly 
Launch Your Profits!™

1. Verify that the number of pieces you are receiving 
matches the number of pieces declared on all shipping 
documents. If the number of pieces being received 
does not correspond with the declared number of 
parcels, do not accept the shipment.

2. Examine incoming product for potential shipping damages. Should any 
issues be discovered, contact Mission Control at 1-866-827-4765. Please note,  
BLAST-OFF Fireworks requires photographic evidence as proof of damage. Be sure 
to document any damages with your camera and report these within 24 hours of 
receiving your shipment.

3. Unpack all merchandise, verifying order accuracy. Again, should you discover a 
discrepancy in your order, immediately report the issue to Mission Control by calling 
1-866-827-4765. Please note that all order discrepancies must be reported within 24 
hours of receiving your shipment.

4.  Program  fireworks UPC codes into your retail point-of-sale system. Refer to your 
invoice for a complete listing of item names, retail pricing, and UPC codes (see 
example below).



Over the past number of years, safe storage and display of fireworks has emerged at the 
forefront of retailing. It is vital to consider how you will be storing your fireworks, where they 
will be stored, and the physical amount of product that you intend to merchandise within 
your retail outlet.

Here are a few safety requirements to consider when merchandising fireworks:

Merchandising illegal or unapproved fireworks articles.

Storing in excess of 1000kg of consumer fireworks at your retail outlet (this amount 
is reduced to 100kg at locations with attached dwellings).  Note that in 2023, it 
is proposed that retailers shall be permitted to store up to 2000kg of fireworks at 
any retail outlet, provided that no more than 1000kg is displayed on the retail 
floor (1000kg may be stored in a back warehouse area).

Storing fireworks in retail lots greater than 25 kilograms.

Storing fireworks with other dangerous goods including paint, propane cylinders, 
or cooking oil.

Displaying fireworks in areas of direct sunlight or direct heat.

Permitting minors to purchase or handle retail fireworks.

NOT RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED
Consult with your local municipality or fire prevention office to verify municipal 
storage requirements prior to merchandising fireworks.

Ensure that fireworks are displayed in a manner that prevents public access to 
loose products. Only Family Packs may be merchandised without restricting 
public access. All Family Packs on display must be constructed completely of 
cardboard packaging material.

Loose fireworks items must be stored in a way that prevents fire from spreading 
rapidly from one lot to the next. Segregated into lots of 25kg or less, appropriate 
locations for display include: behind-the-counter shelving, glass showcase 
displays, closed display cabinets, or any other retail area that is not directly 
accessible to retail customers.

Post a “NO SMOKING” sign near the display area.

Ensure that your retail outlet satisfies Workplace Health and Safety regulations 
pertaining to unobstructed emergency exits.

Install a suitable ABC fire extinguisher in your retail outlet.

Verify that the purchasers of fireworks are 18 years of age or older.



Can’t think of a good location to display fireworks at your retail store?  Try a BLAST-OFF 
Fireworks Loan-A-Cabinet!™  Exclusive Loan-A-Cabinet display fixtures are a quick and 
economical display alternative for any retail location.

BLAST-OFF Fireworks Loan-A-Cabinet display fixtures meet all federal storage standards, 
as stipulated by the Explosives Regulatory Division. Their large storage space allows for 
the safe storage of consumer fireworks, while ensuring adequate partitioning of the 
product lots according to Canadian fireworks regulations.

The attractive powder-coated cabinet finish, complete with eye-catching “FIREWORKS” 
decals, is sure to increase customer interest and sales.

Best of all, your cabinet deposit is fully refundable, should you choose to return the fixture 
to BLAST-OFF Fireworks.

MERCHANDISING YOUR LOAN-A-CABINET
Already have a BLAST-OFF Fireworks Loan-A-Cabinet fixture in your store? For optimal 
visual appeal, follow this plan-o-gram when merchandising your cabinet:

STANDARD CABINET
Height - 60”
Width - 24”
Depth - 24”

DOUBLE-WIDE CABINET
Height - 60”
Width - 48”
Depth - 24”

Roman Candles
Barrages

Novelties
Sound Shells

Cakes
Floral Shells

Roman Candles
Novelties

Barrages
Sound Shells

Fountains
Small Cakes

Large Cakes

Floral Shells

Roman Candles
Barrages

Sound Shells
Floral Shells, Novelties

Cakes

Family Packs

Family Packs

Family Packs

SKYSCRAPER CABINET
Height - 60”
Width - 15”
Depth - 24”

COUNTER-TOP CABINET
Height - 30”
Width - 15
Depth - 24”

Roman Candles

Sound Shells, 
Novelties

Cakes

Floral Shells

Barrages

Family Packs



Did you know... Your customers are bombarded by over 
3,000 advertising messages a day! How can you make 
your store stand out through the clutter? How can you 
successfully increase retail sales while controlling your 
marketing budget?

The key to successful independent retailing is differentiation 
and creativity!  As a retailer, make it your goal to provide a 
value-added experience for your customers. Put simply, a 
happy, educated customer is likely to tell other prospective 
customers about their positive experience.

At BLAST-OFF Fireworks, we have compiled five tips for Launching Your Profits, each of which 
will be discussed on the following pages. Remember, if you need a hand with any aspect 
of your fireworks program, Mission Control is a quick phone call or click away!

PROFIT TIP #1 - DO IT RIGHT
The amount of attention you devote to a particular category at your retail outlet will 
ultimately determine the success of the product line.  This sounds like a simple concept, 
yet our merchandising team frequently returns to the office with numerous noted 
maladies from client visits.

At the very basic level, you should view your fireworks category from the customer’s 
perspective.  Ask yourself if your fireworks display is truly “customer friendly”… would you 
purchase fireworks from your store, given the way you are promoting or displaying your 
merchandise?

Key display attributes to consider include:

 LOCATION   Are products positioned in an eye-catching location?

 VIEW   Can customers access your fireworks display to easily view products?

 ORGANIZATION   Is the product neatly organized in one central space?

 PROMOTION   Is your fireworks category properly identified with promotional materials?

At a more advanced level, consider your product mix.  Do you have the ”right amount” 
of inventory? A $200 selection of fireworks in your store is not likely to yield the results that 
you desire, as avid fireworks customers could cause a stock-out with a single purchase.

Furthermore, do you have the “right type” of inventory?  If you merchandise only 
pre-packaged kits at your outlet, are you neglecting an un-tapped market? What 
happens when your customers start to look for a specific item type that is contained 
within the family packs?

PROFIT TIP #2 - KNOW YOUR STUFF
Ensure that you and your employees are familiar with the fireworks products you are 
selling! 

In Canada, there are 8 major fireworks categories, each producing a unique effect. 
Learn about each category on the effect and altitude chart on the following page.



Medium and 
large diameter 

tube items 
held vertical 
with a plastic 
base. Contain 

various 
bursting 

effects, which 
resemble a 

flower.

30+ Meters  

3 - 5 Seconds

Multi tube 
items designed 
with rapid-firing 
aerials. Cakes 
emit a broad 

range of  
effects, all 

with dazzling 
power.

25+ Meters  

15 - 50 
Seconds

FLORAL 
SHELLS 

VERTICAL
CAKES & 

BOMBARDO 
BOARDS

ANGLED
CAKES

COMETS CANDLES &
BARRAGES

FOUNTAINS & 
NOVELTIES

Medium 
diameter 

tubes, held 
vertical with a 
plastic base. 
Comets rise 

with a flaming 
projectile, 
producing 
a bushy, 

shimmering 
tail.

20+ Meters  

3 - 5 Seconds

Small and 
medium 

diameter tube 
items that 

emit multiple 
flaming stars. 

Some barrages 
and roman 

candles 
include more 

advanced 
effects.

15+ Meters  

20 - 60 
Seconds

Single shot 
items that 
produce a 
very loud 

bang.

10+ Meters  

3 - 5 Seconds

Produce 
a burst of 

illuminated 
stars, lifting 

upwards in a 
fan shape.

8+ Meters 

3 - 5 Seconds

Low-level, 
ground 

based items 
designed for 

close-proximity 
amusement.

Cakes 
constructed 
with angled 

tubes, providing 
a wider firing 

pattern. Exciting 
finale items with 

slightly lower 
effects than 

vertical cakes.

22+ Meters  

15 - 30 Seconds

SOUND
SHELLS

MINES

PROFIT TIP #3 - LEND A HAND
Frequently, your customers may not be able to make a firm decision on a specific 
product, or group of products. The primary alternative is to recommend a  
pre-packaged assortment that meets their budget and needs. These assortments 
contain a variety of fireworks items, usually focusing on the most popular, top-selling 
products.

OUR MOST POPULAR ASSORTMENTS:

If a customer is not interested in a pre-packaged assortment, or if your store does not 
stock these items, direct the customer to your loose fireworks selection. While working 
to establish their expectations and requirements, attempt to understand what your 
customer is looking for. Specifically:

• Ask the customer if they are looking for any specific item type. For example, a 
customer may be looking specifically for Roman Candles or Finale Cakes.

• Ask the customer if they are looking for a specific colour or effect.

Hat Trick Cherry Bomb Box Crazy CanuckTouchdown High Octane Knock Out



PROFIT TIP #4 - FUEL THE EXCITEMENT!
Get people talking about your fireworks selection!  We’ve developed a few ideas that 
can form a starting point for adding excitement to your fireworks offering:

PURCHASE FREEBIES
Everybody loves freebies! Why not create an incentive program that rewards people 
based on the volume of fireworks purchased? The rewards do not have to be large, and 
could follow a schedule similar to below:

Remember that free rewards are perceived at “retail value”, as your customers do not 
know your actual product cost (which is far less than retail!). Free items are also much 
more powerful than discounts, as customers perceive the items to be personal “gifts”, 
creating a memorable purchasing experience.

TRANSACTION SIZE REWARD

$0 - $25 Free Sparklers

$25 - $50 Free Roman Candle

$50 - $100 Free Floral Shell

$100+ Free Small Finale Cake

COMMUNITY SPONSORSHIPS
Looking to make a promotional “SPLASH” in your community? It’s easy to be a Hometown 
Hero... Simply sponsor a community fireworks extravaganza!

BLAST-OFF Fireworks specializes in providing choreographed community fireworks 
displays for any budget. These packages emphasize ease of ignition, while providing 
maximum visual appeal for any audience.

After discussing the customer’s desires, develop a mutual game plan. Begin by pointing 
out items that might be of interest, explaining as you go. If in doubt, look to the “BLAST-
OFF Product Scorecard”. Every product is labelled with the colour, effect, and number of 
shots produced upon ignition! 

There is also a self-serve QR code on every “BLAST-OFF” 
branded product.  When scanned by a smartphone, this 
will direct your customer to videos and value-added 
content.

If a customer cannot decide what item to purchase, 
and you have run of out of items to recommend, just 
remember CATS: “CAKES ARE TOP SELLERS!”

OUR MOST POPULAR CAKES:

The CryptThe Haunting Canadian Pride Hellraiser



All consumer fireworks packages offered by BLAST-OFF Fireworks are subject to regular 
wholesale discounts, and come complete with ignition flares, a custom firing sequence 
and instructions, and an educational handbook designed to ensure that the display is a 
complete success!

Sponsoring a community fireworks display costs your store absolutely nothing (you can 
provide the show “at cost” to a local community group, with no expense to you), and it:

• Provides invaluable word-of-mouth marketing and publicity.
• Levers your marketing efforts. How many other ways can you receive FREE marketing 

in your community?
• Positions your store as the “fireworks specialist” in your community, generating 

exponential fireworks sales!

PROFIT TIP #5 - KNOW THE LAW
Finally, be sure that your staff are familiar with the following sales regulations and protocols:

• Customers should not handle fireworks until after their sale is transacted.
• Purchasers of fireworks must be 18 years-of-age or older.
• Purchasers of fireworks should be of a “sane and sober” mind.
• Customers that appear to be under 18 years-of-age must provide valid photo I.D.  

Examples of valid means of identification are provided below.
• If in doubt... do not sell! Staff and corporations selling fireworks to minors can be 

charged under the Explosives Act of Canada.

BUY 2 GET 1 FREE SPECIALS
Customers love specials… You should too!  Although the 
margins earned on loss leaders can be slim, they create 
an invaluable marketing advantage. Loss leaders drive 
traffic, create new (and lasting) relationships, and 
increase basket size. The goal of a loss leader is to offset 
the cost of an incentivized product through new customer 
generation and volume sales. Why not price one high-
volume product at “Buy 2 Get 1 Free” this weekend?!

IDENTIFICATION - WHAT TO LOOK FOR:

• Proof Of Age - Check for the date of birth on the 
I.D. to ensure that the purchaser is 18 years-of-age. 
Remember to also check the month and day, if 
necessary.

• Photo - Look at the photo to ensure that the person 
purchasing fireworks is the person on the I.D.

• Government Issued Cards - Ensure that the I.D. being 
presented is government issued (Driver’s License, 
Passport, Citizenship Card, etc.).

If in doubt, ask the person to state their full address and date of birth. If they make a mistake or 
hesitate, the I.D. may not be theirs, or it may be fake.

When checking I.D.:
• Do not hesitate to take your time examining the document.
• Ensure that all birth dates match, if applicable.
• Make sure that the person is at least 18 years old.
• Check the lamination.  All items should line up straight.
• Ensure that the I.D. is current, and has not expired.

IF IN DOUBT,
DO NOT

SELL!



It’s been a great month! The weather has co-operated, store traffic is up, and fireworks 
sales have been spectacular!  There’s only one problem… your fireworks display is looking 
a bit empty!

Over the busy summer months, the average BLAST-OFF Fireworks client will place 
between one and four inventory top-up orders. Maintaining a wide variety of fireworks 
products increases customer interest and promotes repeat purchases. We recommend 
that retailers review fireworks inventories on a bi-weekly basis. 

Remember that fireworks are not just a summer item! It is just as important to maintain 
adequate fireworks availability in the fall and winter months, promoting impulse customer 
purchases. 

When selecting items to re-order, remember that “Variety is the Spice of Life”. Retail 
customers appreciate the ability to choose from a vast selection of products with differing 
colours, effects, and display lengths. There are three elements to keep in mind when 
selecting your optimal fireworks top-up: Item type & price, time of year, and delivery 
lead-times.

ITEM TYPE & PRICE
Regardless of the season, it is imperative to stock a variety of fireworks types at 
every price point. While emphasis should be placed on low-to-medium priced 
fireworks products, retailers are encouraged to merchandise a select number of 
higher-priced finale products. Merchandising a wide variety of item types and price 
points will increase customer purchase size, while serving all potential customer segments.

TIME OF YEAR
When re-ordering stock for your 
retail outlet, be sure to check 
your calendar! Plan ahead for 
special events and holidays in 
your community. 

Key fireworks selling dates are 
listed here:

JANUARY New Years

MAY Victoria Day

JUNE Father’s Day

JULY Canada Day, Independence Day

AUGUST Civic Holiday

SEPTEMBER Labour Day

OCTOBER Halloween, Diwali

NOVEMBER Guy Fawkes Day, Diwali

DECEMBER Christmas, Boxing Day



DELIVERY LEAD-TIMES
When formulating your top-up order, remember to factor in delivery lead-times. The map 
below lists typical delivery times in “business days” by geographic location. Please add 
1-5 days of additional transit time for beyond-point locations.

ORDER ONLINE WITH DATAPORT™
www.blastofffireworks.ca has always been an invaluable resource for all  
BLAST-OFF Fireworks clients. DataPort, our online customer portal, takes it to the next level!

One simple log-in at www.blastofffireworks.ca/dataport enables the following features:

• View individual item and package costs.
• Review your order history.
• Place online orders, 24 hours a day.
• Pay previous invoices using credit cards.
• Submit Auto Pilot on-hand inventories.
• Access exclusive “clients only” downloads.

LOGGING INTO DATAPORT
1. Visit www.blastofffireworks.ca/dataport using your favorite web browser. You may also 

access DataPort by clicking the “DataPort” link at the top right-hand side of our website. 
2. Enter your DataPort username (email address).
3. Enter your password.
4. Click the “LOG IN” button.

Please note that 
“Beyond Point” 
shipping charges 
may be assessed for 
orders traveling to 
remote destinations. 
Additionally, unless 
otherwise specified, 
BLAST-OFF Fireworks 
is not responsible 
for tailgate and/or 
carry-in charges for 
deliveries.

ORDER OFFLINE: PEN & PAPER MODE
Prefer the pen and paper approach? After preparing your personalized top-up order, 
relay your request to Mission Control using one of the following methods:

sales@blastofffireworks.ca1-204-785-80061-866-827-4765

Don’t have DataPort access? Contact Mission Control at 1-866-827-4765 to set up your 
account today!



Again, after preparing your AutoPilot on-hand inventory report, relay your data to mission 
control using one of the following methods:

Based on the data reported, Mission Control will formulate the optimal inventory top-
up, designed to return your fireworks selection to a suitable level. Be sure to report any 
special requests, including desired budget, or shipping specifics.

Looking for a fresh order-form? Contact your BLAST-OFF Fireworks sales representative at 
1-866-827-4765 or visit www.blastofffireworks.ca/catalogue. 

Not sure what to order? Engage AutoPilot and leave the work to us! To place an AutoPilot 
order based on existing on-hand inventory levels, simply grab a previous BLAST-OFF 
Fireworks invoice, and record current stock levels in one of the “OH” columns.

Need a copy of your last invoice? Contact Mission Control toll-free at 1-866-827-4765. 

One our of our Sales Associates will be happy to send you a copy of your recent order 
history, and any other re-ordering materials you may require.

sales@blastofffireworks.ca1-204-785-8006



BLAST-OFF PROMOTIONAL KIT
Start by putting the best foot forward!

Every order shipped from BLAST-OFF 
Fireworks includes a complimentary 
Promotional Kit.

Be sure to post these eye-catching 
materials near your fireworks display or in 
a high-traffic area, driving customers to 
your fireworks selection.

BLAST-OFF Fireworks also has the largest 
selection of a-la-carte promotional tools 
for marketing your fireworks category! A 
sampling of our most popular promotional 
items are at right.

Want to stay one step ahead of your competition? Check out these exclusive value 
added products and services from BLAST-OFF Fireworks, designed to help Launch Your 
Profits!

Have questions about these value added products and services? Mission Control is a 
quick phone call away at 1-866-827-4765.

Swooper Flag KitRegulatory
Signage

Window Poster

2’ X 8’ Coroplast Sign

A-Frame Sign

ROCKETVISION 2.0™
RocketVision 2.0 is designed to be a digital salesperson that 
constantly promotes your fireworks category. Simply place a video 
display near your fireworks section, insert the RocketVision 2.0 DVD, 
and get ready to “Launch Your Profits”!

RocketVision 2.0 instantly displays continuous promotional loops to 
your customers, using crisp graphics and fluent animation.

BLAST-OFF PRODUCT SCORE CARD™
Designed to arm your retail staff with knowledge, the BLAST-
OFF Product Score Card displays an objective evaluation of 
a product’s most important attributes. Think of the Product 
Score Card as our version of a “Nutritional Facts” table for 
fireworks!

Located on every BLAST-OFF Fireworks product, each Product 
Score Card contains information on the product’s altitude, 
duration, noise level, value, tempo, colours, shot count, effect 
shape, effect height, and run-time. Best of all, the information 
is depicted in a centrally located, and easy to understand, 
graphical format.



EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT QR CODES
All “BLAST-OFF” branded products are  equipped 
with Quick Response codes. Scanning these QR 
codes instantly displays product information on any 
mobile device!

From effect descriptions, to BLAST-OFF Product 
Score Card™ ratings and high-definition videos, 
your customers have everything they need to make 
an informed fireworks purchase!

Best of all, QR codes are 100% self-serve, and do 
not require any investment in time or technology on 
your part!

THE LAUNCH PAD™
Published quarterly, The Launch Pad™ contains 
new product announcements, information on 
promotions and product clear-outs, updates 
on Canadian Fireworks Regulations and other 
important fireworks information.

Sent directly to your email inbox, The Launch Pad 
is the most convenient way to remain current with 
the latest happenings at BLAST-OFF Fireworks.

INFODOC™
Answer customer questions quickly and 
efficiently with InfoDOC™, the BLAST-OFF 
Fireworks educational system which contains 
topics like:

• Fireworks History
• Sequencing a Fireworks Display
• Permits and Permissions
• Setting up a Fireworks Display
• Fireworks Safety
• Igniting Fireworks
• Selecting Fireworks
• Post Show Clean-Up

The InfoDOC literature system comes complete 
with a literature dispenser and self-serve 
brochures for distribution to your retail customers.



INTEGRATED MARKETING SUPPORT
Make a splash in your local community 
newspaper with one of our many pre-designed 
newspaper advertisements!

These ads have been designed for a variety 
of annual holidays, including: Canada Day, 
Halloween, and New Years.  Best of all, these ads 
can be fully customized with your store’s name 
and contact information.

Start by downloading the ad of your choice 
from the “Downloads” section of our website at 
https://blastofffireworks.ca/dataport/download.

All BLAST-OFF Fireworks newspaper ads are 
available in print-ready formats, and can be 
forwarded directly to your local newspaper 
advertising office or graphics department for 
customization.

TWITTER LIVEFEED™
Stay current with up-to-the-minute fireworks news... follow the 
BLAST-OFF Fireworks Twitter LiveFeed!

Designed to provide instant information updates between 
publications of the Client Toolbox™ and The Launch Pad™, 
important information like new item arrivals, urgent service 
announcements, order deadline updates and limited-time 
specials are broadcast to followers.

Visit www.twitter.com/blastofffwks and “follow” us today!

CUSTOM PLAN-O-GRAM DESIGN
Looking to take full advantage of your retail space when 
merchandising fireworks?

Have BLAST-OFF Fireworks prepare the optimal 
planogram for your retail shelving and fixture 
configuration. We can provide complete planogram 
recommendations for existing shelving units, or new 
fixtures to be installed within your retail outlet. Best of all, 
we can work with an assortment of Family Packs, loose 
products, or a combination of the two!

Contact Mission Control today to take advantage of this 
time-saving service!



COMMUNITY DISPLAYS
Everybody loves fireworks! Why not sponsor or spear-head an annual community 
fireworks display?

In addition to merchandising solutions, BLAST-OFF Fireworks specializes in the planning 
and choreography of community fireworks displays. These packages emphasize ease 
of ignition, while providing the maximum visual appeal for your audience. As an added 
advantage, these fireworks packages can be ignited by 
any member of your community that is over the age of 
18, saving the cost of hiring an expensive pyrotechnician.

Best of all, these packages are subject to your regular 
wholesale discounts. With this discount, you can 
transform a small advertising expenditure into a massive 
promotional gesture. And if your customers like what they 
see in the sky, they’ll know EXACTLY where to buy the 
exact same product. Just remember to put the “Open” 
sign on after your community display.

$500 SHOW-IN-A-BOX

$750 SHOW-IN-A-BOX $1000 SHOW-IN-A-BOX

Duration: 
8-10 minutes.

Duration: 
25-30 minutes.

Duration: 
10-12 minutes.

Duration: 
30-40 minutes.

Duration: 
12-15 minutes.

Duration: 
40+ minutes.

Duration: 
15-20 minutes.

Duration: 
45+ minutes.

Duration: 
20-30 minutes.

Duration: 
60+ minutes.

$4000 SHOW-IN-A-BOX

$2500 SHOW-IN-A-BOX $3000 SHOW-IN-A-BOX

$1500 SHOW-IN-A-BOX

$5000 SHOW-IN-A-BOX

$2000 SHOW-IN-A-BOX

$10000 SHOW-IN-A-BOX



GUARANTEED SALE
Remember that most sales conducted with BLAST-OFF Fireworks are transacted on 
“Guaranteed Sale” terms. If any product purchased from BLAST-OFF Fireworks does not 
sell to your satisfaction, return it for a full refund!

Should your retail outlet wish to liquidate any unsold merchandise, the following tips will 
ease the process of product return:

1. Contact Mission Control to request your BLAST-OFF Fireworks 
Return Kit. The kit will be mailed to your attention via Canada 
Post. 

2. The BLAST-OFF Fireworks Return Kit will include:
• Courier Waybill – Complete the waybill according to the 

directions listed on the transportation document. Affix this 
document to the external sur face of your “pr imary”  
(largest) return carton.

• Secondary Return Labels – Apply one of these labels to each 
box being returned, EXCEPT for your “primary” box (which 
already contains your waybill, as above). These labels will “link” 
all pieces being returned to your waybill tracking number, while 
providing our return address information to Loomis Express.

• “1.4G Explosive” Labels – Affix one label to each box being 
returned - in a prominent location. All fireworks must be returned 
in designated “FIREWORKS” boxes with dangerous goods 
markings and declarations.  Note that you are NOT required 
to apply these labels to family packs, where they are already 
present and visible.

• “Dangerous Goods Papers” Pouch – Used to affix one copy of 
“Shipper’s Declaration of Dangerous Goods” to the external 
surface of the “primary” (largest) return carton.

• “Shipper’s Declaration of Dangerous Goods” Forms – Complete the forms in duplicate. 
Enclose one copy of the declaration in the dangerous goods paper pouch, and pass 
the second copy on to the Loomis Express driver picking up your return.  

3. Remove all “store-applied” price labels. 
4. Inventory all items, enclosing a piece-count with your outbound return.
5. Schedule the logistics of your product return by calling Mission Control at 1-866-827-

4765. We will assist in arranging the pick-up of your merchandise.

Refrain from attaching 
shipping documents 

and labels to the 
large faces of Family 
Packages (Kits). Affix 
shipping documents 
to the bottom face.

ADDRESS 
RETURNED 

MERCHANDISE TO:

BLAST-OFF Fireworks
Merchandise Returns
609 Greenwood Ave.

Selkirk, MB 
R1A 2B3

Tel: 1-866-827-4765 

• Products exempt from “Guaranteed Sale” terms include Show-in-a-Box 
Assortments, Firing Supplies, Glow Products, Confetti Products, Smoke Products, 
Model Rockets, Gender Reveal Products, and Promotional Products.

• Transportation charges incurred through the return of merchandise are 
the responsibility of the customer.

• BLAST-OFF Fireworks is not responsible for returned merchandise that is 
stolen or damaged in-transit.

• Returned merchandise must be in saleable condition, free of any “store-
applied” price labels and markings. Damaged or non-saleable items will 
not receive credit, and may be returned to the customer at their expense.

• Retail prices of items are subject to change without notice.

RETURN GUIDELINES:



In response to the numerous questions asked by our retail partners and their customers, 
BLAST-OFF Fireworks has developed this listing of Frequently Asked Questions:

Q: ARE FAMILY FIREWORKS ILLEGAL OR DANGEROUS?
A: All fireworks sold at your location have been tested by the Government of Canada, 
and are approved for retail sale to the public.

Q: HOW DO I KNOW WHAT A PARTICULAR PRODUCT DOES?
A: There are three ways to determine how a particular item will perform when ignited. 
First, check the product packaging for a description of the item’s performance. Second, 
visit our website at blastofffireworks.ca to view product pictures, descriptions, and videos. 
Finally, you can consult an InfoDOC™ brochure for product definitions and effect listings.

Q: HOW LONG WILL FIREWORKS KEEP?
A: Provided they are stored in a cool, dry location, fireworks have a very long shelf-life 
(5-7 years). Do not store fireworks in a sealed plastic container, as plastic prevents the 
circulation of air, and may trap moisture, causing condensation.

Q: WILL STOCKING FIREWORKS AFFECT MY INSURANCE?
A: It’s always a good idea to check with your insurance representative to discuss the 
storage and sale of fireworks on your premise. In nearly all cases, consumer fireworks will 
not affect your insurance policy rates.

Q: DO I NEED A PERMIT TO SELL FIREWORKS AT MY STORE?
A: Local municipalities have the ability to enact regulations restricting the time of year in 
which fireworks can be sold, the quantity of fireworks you can carry at your store, or ban 
the sale of fireworks in your area. For further details regarding the municipal bylaws or 
restrictions in your area, contact your local civic office.

Q: DO MY CUSTOMERS NEED A LICENSE TO SHOOT FIREWORKS?
A: All products sold at Canadian retail locations have been approved for sale to 
consumers in Canada, and do not typically require additional licenses for purchase or 
possession. In order to purchase and use 1.4G consumer fireworks in Canada, one must:

• Be 18 years of age or order.
• Follow all instructions for safe use and clean-up.
• Properly plan and coordinate display activities.

It is also extremely important for your customers to consult with their local fire department 
or municipal office to verify that fireworks can be ignited within a particular community, 
and if specific permissions are required for ignition.

Q: HOW DO I TRANSPORT FIREWORKS?
A: Is it safe to transport up to 75 kilograms of family fireworks in a 
passenger vehicle. As a precaution, keep fireworks out of direct 
sunlight (in the trunk, rear cargo bay, or under the seat).

Have a “burning” question that hasn’t been answered in 
The Client Toolbox? Contact Mission Control toll-free at 
1-866-827-4765, or email us at sales@blastofffireworks.ca!



• Sparklers are the only fireworks items designed to be held in the hand.

• Do not smoke or allow open flames near fireworks.

• Do not shoot fireworks under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

• Choose a wide, clear site for firing, away from overhead obstacles and dry grass. If aerials 
or shells are in use, keep your audience at least 100 meters back from lighting area.

• Do not purchase illegal fireworks. These do not meet the strict standards set out by Natural 
Resources Canada, and are therefore extremely hazardous and dangerous. All legal 
fireworks are tested and authorized for sale in Canada by the Federal Government.

• Prior to use, store fireworks in a cool, dry place. Use caution when positioning fireworks, 
preventing accidental product damage from dew and ground-level moisture.

• Read the instructions on each item. Different items have different firing instructions.

• Check the wind direction, and angle your fireworks away from the spectators, about  
10 degrees off-of-center. Do not shoot fireworks in high winds.

• Do not shoot fireworks out of glass or metal containers. These could crack or explode, 
sending shards of material outward.

• Never attempt to re-light a misfired fireworks item. Keep a bucket of water or hose nearby 
to extinguish such items. If an item does not light easily, or fizzles out, do not approach the 
item for 20 minutes.

• The shooter and his/her assistants should wear snug fitting cotton clothing, a cotton 
baseball hat, cotton gloves, safety goggles, and hearing protection 
to ensure the safe ignition of a fireworks display.

• Do not transport fireworks in your pockets.

• Keep pets indoors while shooting fireworks.

• Check with your neighbors to ensure that they are okay with  
your upcoming show.

• Be courteous! Do not use fireworks late at night, causing a disturbance 
for neighbors.

To ensure that your BLAST-OFF Fireworks display goes off without a hitch, appoint one 
person to be in charge of your display, and 1 - 4 assistants. Ensure that all are familiar with 
the following safety tips and instructions:

BARRAGES / ROMAN CANDLES
These tube type items should 
be buried at least one-third of 
their length in sand or soil, with 
the fuse pointing toward the 
sky.

CAKES
Any brick-shaped item should 
be buried one-third of it’s height 
in sand or soil. Ensure that the 
sand or soil is compacted 
around the cake.

FLORAL ITEMS
Items with a plastic base must 
be placed on a level surface, 
pointing straight up to the sky. 
These items do not need to be 
buried.

FOUNTAINS
Fountains do not need to be 
buried, but should be placed 
on a level surface. Isolate 
from other fireworks, avoiding 
accidental cross-ignition.

SETTING UP A FIREWORKS DISPLAY



Phone: 1-866-827-4765

Fax: 1-204-785-8006

Email: sales@blastofffireworks.ca

Web: blastofffireworks.ca

Twitter: twitter.com/blastofffwks

At BLAST-OFF Fireworks, we strive to be Canada’s “service-oriented” fireworks importer. 
Regardless of the time of year, rest assured that Mission Control is only a quick call, fax, 
email, or click away!

The BLAST-OFF Fireworks National Distribution Centre is staffed Monday through Friday, 
9:00AM to 6:00PM Central Standard Time.

Looking to contact us outside of operating hours? Our automated, after-hours telephone 
attendant will direct your call to the extension of your choice, where you may leave a 
message for immediate review the following business day.

Additionally, our fax, website, and email systems are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week!

My Sales Associate: 

__________________________________________

My Sales Associate’s Extension:

__________________________________________

My Sales Associate’s E-mail:

__________________________________________
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_________________________________________
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_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________
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